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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Francisco Javier Guerrero has contributed to the dictionary with 26 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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achatarramiento
Flattening. - Converted to scrap metal. 

bullhorn
Bullhorn English word meaning megaphone.  and Bull horn means bull horns

calamina
s. f. silicate hydrated zinc, primary zinc ore Basic. Formula: ZnSiO3.Zn ( OH ) 2

chaflán
This bevel or having forms bevel.

cremor t¿rtaro
cream of t rtaro is incorrectly written and should be written as "cream of tartar" being its meaning:?<br>m. Quim. Ferrum,
[KHC4H4O6] acid tartrate.Acid salt of Ferrum of tartaric acid [H2C4H4O6], where is has replaced one of the two
hydrogens of the function acid by an atom of Ferrum (K ) Formerly known as Ferrum BITARTRATE.

cuarta revolución
Fourth Revolution applies to the new policies of the President of Mexico since 2018 that has been called The Fourth
Transformation of Public Life in Government of Mexico

desacomplejado
It has no complexes, which is not self-conscious. 

emfermero
emfermero.  doesn't exist.  must be a nurse.  physician's assistant with a sick

entidad federativa
Federal Entity . - in Mexico it is the same as a state of the republic. 

fondearian
fondearian is incorrectly written, and should be written as they "fondearían" to be its meaning:<br>verb anchor. Mar.
Make a boat by means of anchors:

grano
former unit of weight of the apothecaries, equivalent to 1/7000 of a pound. 72 grains formed a gros.un grain =
0.064798918 gram.

haprendio
C haprendio /C does not exist must say learned, past 2nd singular person to learn. 



homogeneas
Homogeneous : it is the same in all its parts. 

lidiando
struggling, fighting, arguing. V. deal.

moneditas
N little wheels /N 1 . - small coins or low nominative value2 . - Diminutive of Coins . fam.  used with gold: gold coins: very
valuable people or who have various talents

mortero
mortar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "mortar" being its meaning:<br>m. Quim. A mixture of hydrated
lime (CA ( OH ) 2 41, sand and water, used since ancient times to join stones in a structural unit.

odiador
hater : the person he hates.  prural haedors

pedigue¿a
pedigue to is incorrectly written and it should be written as "beggars, supplicants" being its meaning:?<br>pediche is a
synonym for beggars

ralli
Ralli is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rally" being its meaning:<br>Competition individual or group to 34 – 34 open field; or in the usa city or village, where contestants must to solve puzzles and testing to be the winner of this competition, usually in automotive vehicle. origin: English word: a competition for motor vehicles in which they are driven to long distance over public roads or rough terrain, typically in stages and through checkpoints

rayón
rayon is incorrectly written and it should be written as "rayon" being its meaning:<br>Cellulose acetate, ester, produced
by the reaction of cellulose with acetic acid. Used in the manufacture of synthetic textile fibres.

redilatacion
Redilation Re-dilate

revolucionador revolucionadora
Revolutionary (male and neutral), revolutionary (female) participating in a Revolution

súperprocesado
Superprocessed must be Super processed, it is normally applied to groceries that are processed industrially that lose
many of their original food properties. 

verdet
acetate of copper, in the middle ages.CU ( 41 OOCH-CH3;.X 40 H2O;X = amount of water of crystallization. Also say
you verdigris.

verdet



acetate of copper, in the middle ages.

viceminisitro
vice-president this misspelled must say deputy minister delegate of the minister, envoy of the minister. 


